2020-21
Canberra Yacht Club
Annual Report

Introduction
This report summarises the activities and operations of ACT Sailing Inc.
(Trading as Canberra Yacht Club). The report also contains the Annual
Report of our inclusive charitable programs Buoyed Up and Sailability.
Associations audited financials are found in a separate document,
available to members and to others upon request.

From the Office
Looking back at the 2020-21 season now, under the
shadow of the current Delta COVID-19 situation,
it seems incredible that we were able to run a
relatively normal, and very successful program
of events across the range of CYC Operations.
Certainly, in the planning stages of the season
everything pointed towards a tricky year. The first
few months of the season went that way, and we
were grateful for government support programs
to keep the lights on, staff busy, and the doors
open(ish). But, with some nimble gear changes
down through the restriction levels in Spring, we
found ourselves in one of our busiest years to
date. Much of this season is captured well in your
committees’ reports below, which I won’t duplicate
here, but instead give you a quick snap shot of the
season from an operational point of view.

Academy continued from strength to strength,
with a relatively new generation of Laser and
Opti sailors getting out every week for racing
and training in all conditions. Once again, super
coaches’ Dillon McGrath, Reagan Minchin and
Daniel Roos kept them on their toes. Australian
Sailing has crunched the numbers, and I’m proud
to report that the Canberra Yacht Club was
Australia’s largest Sailing School for full courses in
2020-21. And while it is great to see these kinds of
numbers, our instructors can be even more proud
of the uncompromising approach that was taken
in terms of safety, quality and fun.

My biggest thank you this year must be to the
members of the CYC Committee. Our club
has always benefitted from the oversight of
some exceptionally hardworking and talented
volunteers, but this year perhaps more than any
other, has required a tremendous amount of
time, energy and guidance from the Committee
members. I cannot overstate the amount of time
that has been spent on working groups, weekly
meetings, letters, planning sessions and zoom
calls, working with different Ministers, government
departments, partner organisations and sub
committees to navigate the range of issues that
impacted the club this season.
In the Sailing School, Fergus Buckley, Dillon
McGrath, Alice Burgess and Liz Hodgman steered
our team of hard-working Instructors to one of
our biggest seasons yet, across packed holiday
programs and term time squads. The Youth Sailing
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One of the hardest, but simultaneously most
rewarding parts of working with the young
instructors in the Sailing School, is seeing them
develop the skills to pursue wider opportunities
beyond the CYC, as every year we see less of
some familiar faces and more of up-and-coming
juniors. This year is no different, so it was great
to capture a moment in that cycle in the photo
below with those staff that could make it. As you
will all know, Fergus has moved on from the CYC
to take up a position with the Navy, where we are
proud to say he has recently passed a learn to sail
course with flying colours (he has the certificate
to prove it!). Dillon McGrath has formally taken
over as Sailing School Manager, a role he has very
successfully covered casually on occasions in the
past. We all know Dillon, so I’m sure you will join
me in my confidence that this will be a seamless
transition for the school and staff, and that Dillon
will bring much to this busy role.
Meanwhile back on shore, Mary Kershaw has
been instrumental in keeping the gears spinning
smoothly behind the various volunteer rosters and
administrative activities of the club. Mary’s role is
by no means limited to a desk though, and she
has been able to lighten the load across the full
range of club activities, taking on responsibility
for management of the bar, boat parking and
outside areas. Rumour has it we might even see
her join the dinghies on the start line this season!

Assisting her ably behind the columns of numbers,
CYC’s own Alice Burgess has stepped up as an
administrative and finance assistant, on top of
her ongoing sailing school position, and we are
indebted to her for this sometimes thankless task.
The end of the season saw the pack down and
storage of all internal CYC areas, and the build
of a temporary office, ahead of Stage 1 and 2 of
our transition to our new permanent position in
the building. This was a huge job for staff, but was
done in great spirits and in such a way as to set
us up very well for the transitional summer we are
now coming in to. We can’t wait to get in to the
new areas, as they become available, and set
them up ready to offer the best member services
and customer experience that the CYC has
offered to date.
I would like to thank our members, committee
members, volunteers and staff, for their flexibility,
adaptability, patience and good humour
throughout the year, qualities we’re going to
need even more of for the coming season.
Steve Hart
General Manager
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Commodore’s
Report
It is with pleasure that I report to members as Commodore of the
Canberra Yacht Club on the activities of our club during the 2020-21
financial year. As with last year, it has been another strange one.
Two major issues dominated our operations this
year – the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic of course
and the CSCC redevelopment planning which
came together after a long time under discussion.
And to a lesser degree to date, the proposed
seaplane operations.
We spent a significant amount of time working
with the CSCC to achieve what we believe is a
very good outcome for the CYC through various
iterations of design and frequently moving
timelines.
As members will be aware, the Committee took
a decision from early in the discussion period
in 2020 to seek to build a strong, collaborative
working relationship with the CSCC to get the best
outcome possible. Of course, things are rarely
perfect and both parties have compromised on
some, but not many, strongly held principles. We
met for many months with CSCC management
on a weekly basis and engaged directly with the
CSCC Board early on to clearly inform them of
our situation and the need to retain our viability as
a separate organisation. We also engaged with
the NCA and the ACT Government including with
the Chief Minister’s Office, we sought professional
advice to inform our thinking, and received
exceptional professional advice and support from
a number of CYC members.
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We spent a considerable time developing a
Heads of Agreement, to replace the current
Memorandum of Understanding, to guide the
construction phase.
This will form the basis for an ongoing lease to
formalise our position with the CSCC and provide a
the CYC with a much higher level of certainty for at
least the next 20 years than we have had to date.
We have a little way to go until we are in our
new premises, but the space is taking shape very
nicely. This will provide us with greatly improved
facilities and amenity for all members and staff
and an enhanced working environment.
I particularly thank Rod Badgery for providing
invaluable legal advice, and Nathan Judd for his
professional advice and architectural concepts for
the design and use of our new space.
Amongst all this activity we continued to operate
around and through the COVID-19 requirements
which has at times been as challenging as it was
last year. Despite this we delivered most of the
season’s racing calendar, special regattas and
races and successfully hosted a number of Class
Championships.
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The CYC’s financial position remains sound under
the careful stewardship of Steve Hart and Stuart
Allan. The CSCC renovations and relocation of
CYC activities and assets will have some financial
impact on our Club but we have planned for
this for some time and diligently managed our
finances to minimise the risk.

The value of this community program was again
recognised with a grant from the Chief Minister’s
Charitable Fund, administered by Hands Across
Canberra. The inclusion of a dedicated Rear
Commodore Inclusion with Peter Brown in the
role has enabled us to strengthen our focus on
Sailability and Buoyed Up.

As I advised in my report last year, we started to
work on a new Strategic Plan to continue on from
the current one which concludes this year.

I acknowledge the work of the members of the
CYC Committee and the various sub- committees
who so willingly volunteer their time to ensure
that the club is well managed and continues to
provide the services that we enjoy. As you would
appreciate, the workload this year has been
significant as we have worked though the various
challenges and imperatives to secure the Club’s
ongoing viability and long-term future.

Our intention is to review the existing Plan and
incorporate lessons learned from the risks of
business interruption in the last couple of years to
develop a contemporary plan to guide our future
operations. However, the Committee decided
to defer this work until the situation with the CSCC
renovations and the CYC’s tenure on the site was
clarified. We believe we are now in a position to
progress this important piece of work. This timing
has turned out to be fortuitous as we now have
valuable input from the member survey to inform
our considerations. I thank those members who
participated in the survey.
One of the areas we will be looking to focus on
is building membership on the back of our new
premises and the Committee will be considering
initiatives to recruit and retain members.
The CYC continued its strong support for the
Buoyed Up Program this year, notwithstanding the
constraints of the pandemic and school disruptions
which continued to restrict our ability to run the
courses as planned. This program aims to use
sailing as a tool to develop life skills and resilience
for at risk and disadvantaged young people while
also exposing them to the joy of the sport of sailing.
I acknowledge and thank the Kenyon Foundation
for its long term support of the Buoyed Up Program
and its valuable contribution again this year for
which we are extremely grateful. Without external
support, this important community program would
not be viable.

I give my personal thanks to each member of the
CYC Committee for your support and contribution
in what has been a more challenging year than
most. I note in particular Duncan Hayward who
is stepping down as Vice Commodore due to
pressure of work. Duncan has been a stalwart of
the Club and the Committee over many years and
his wise counsel will be missed.
The success of the CYC over the last 12 months is
very much due to the efforts and commitment of
Steve Hart, Fergus Buckley, Dillon McGrath and
Mary Kershaw to the operations of the Club on
a daily basis. I also acknowledge the work and
commitment of our outstanding instructors and
assistant instructors through the year. Fergus has
left the CYC after many years with us to join the
Navy and we wish him well in this next stage of
his career. We are very pleased that Dillon has
stepped up to the role of Sailing School Manager.
I very much look forward to seeing you all in
person in our new premises and on the water as
soon as we can.
Sue Hart
CYC Commodore

The Sailability Program has again been impacted
by the pandemic restrictions. Sailability continues
to be a significant program of the CYC and we will
continue to actively support the efforts to re-build
participation as we are able to recommence
normal operations.
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Renovations and rebuild
2021 has seen the biggest change in our CYC spaces in recent times.
Since the CYC reached out to the Canberra Southern Cross Club
(CSCC) in the late 90’s our tenure in the building and on the site has
been guided by a series of memorandums of understanding.
The relationship with the CSCC has always been
positive and collaborative with the generous input
of equipment and boats through the 2000s which
has shaped the CYC Sailing School and program
offerings. Throughout the 2020-21 season we
have worked tirelessly with the CSCC to update/
renegotiate and cement a long-term continuation
to this relationship which offers sustainability on
the site for both organisations. Moving forward
we have secured our place in the building via a
formal Heads of Agreement to cover the build
period; moving into a registered lease in 2023. This
for the first time will give the CYC confidence in
a long-term tenure in the building with a 20-year
initial term and a commitment that both parties
will negotiate in good faith for further terms. The
benefits of this time period are obvious from a
strategic planning standpoint when compared to
the shorter-term MOU period past committees and
staff have had to work around.
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The build has begun but due to delays caused by
planning approval and COVID-19 lockdowns it will
be completed in two stages. Stage one sees the
construction of the new CYC Sailors’ Cabin, offices
and shop to be completed November 2021.
Given the incredibly challenging construction
environment, we are very grateful that the CSCC
has continued to pursue completion of this area at
this time.
Stage two will begin at the end of April 2022 and
will see the relocation and replacement of toilets
and changing room facilities and the conversion
of the remaining eastern side of the building and
former dinghy storage shed into a modernised
Sailing School and member services space.
Upon completion; our spaces will be updated and
modernised to be multifunctional and adaptable
and to accommodate growth within the CYC for
years to come.
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The CYC will occupy the entire
eastern side of the ground
floor, giving the club a clearly
defined identity in the footprint
of the building. Alongside
the change in the CYC areas
the CSCC has some exciting
modifications of their own,
primarily taking shape in
stage two which will offer a
significant improvement in the
hospitality services available
on the site.
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Rear Commodore
Finance Report
The financial results for the year were again positive. This was a
good result given the anticipated negative impact of COVID-19 on
CYC operations this year. That was offset by better-than-expected
trading conditions after the COVID-19 lockdown was lifted and a final
payment in arrears of the Australian Government’s COVID-19 Job
Keeper program was received.
Significant maintenance on the Laser, Cadet,
Hobie, Optimist, Tacker, RS Quest, and powerboat
fleets, including Crusader II, was undertaken this
year. Race infrastructure, including marks, weights,
and the tower also received attention.
The Sailing School continues to subsidise
membership subscriptions plus the cost of racing
infrastructure. The Buoyed-Up program, with the
assistance of grants and donations, was cost
neutral. The Sailability program, much valued by
the community, continued its financial viability
ending the year with a small surplus. Boat shop
sales increased and expenses decreased resulting
in an improved financial outcome.

As noted in the auditor’s report “in our opinion
the financial reports present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of ACT Sailing Inc
T/A Canberra Yacht Club as at 30 June 2021 and
its financial performance for the year then ended
in accordance with the accounting policies
described in Note 1 to the financial statements,
and the Associations Incorporation Act (ACT)
Stuart Allan
Rear Commodore Finance

Cash and cash equivalents improved from
$417K at the end of 2019-20 to $587K at the end
of 2020-21. As noted in previous reports your
committee has strived to continually improve this
position to allow for replacement of assets, provide
for future improvements, and to maintain a buffer
against a challenging economic outlook. The
unfolding financial impact of COVID-19, the CYC
contribution to the cost of the renovation of our
accommodation, and other capital expenditure,
is expected to require a drawdown on those
reserves in the 2021-22 year.
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Rear Commodore
Sailing and
CYC Sailing
Committee Report
Disruption, mainly due to COVID19, has again characterised our
sailing over 2020-21. Despite that, we have been extraordinarily
fortunate in what we have been able to deliver. Huge credit for that
is due to the very high quality, hard and effective work of Steve Hart
and all the CYC staff and to the Sailing Committee.
Despite the disruptions the CYC has managed to:
• complete most of the racing across most of its
series,
• complete our various special regattas and races,
including the 2021 Chief Minister’s Regatta and
the Matthew Owen Series, and
• host the NSW/ACT Opti Championships, the ACT
Youth Championships, NSW/ACT Contender
Championships, Wild Digital ACT Trailable and VX
One Championships and, very successfully, the
National Hansa Championships at Easter 2021.
As in previous years, participation is the core focus
of the CYC Sailing portfolio. It would appear that
COVID19, having put our access to sailing at
some risk and made things harder, may also have
had the effect of making sailing more attractive
to, and valued by, CYC sailors. The ten year
participation graphs attached at the end of this
report show, for 2020-21, a departure from the
previous overall general trends of gentle decline,
a pleasing upturn in the numbers of boats entering
our series and in the numbers completing more
than 50% of the racing. It may be that initiatives

such as the successful introduction of the Sprint
series have also had a positive effect.
The CYC Sailing Committee remains, for me, a
most valued aspect of my time and involvement
in the CYC. The expertise, judgement and very
constructive and collaborative approach that
all the Sailing Committee members consistently
contribute has been invaluable as has its
members’ consistent willingness to put in plenty of
hard work to deliver very high quality outcomes.
The CYC Sailing Committee has, in addition
to its ongoing roles in areas such as the racing
calendar, over the past 12 months:
• successfully conducted, tested and reviewed
the new CYC Sprint Series racing designed
during the preceding year, delivering high
quality racing through complex and demanding,
but very successful, race management
arrangements and which attracted strong
participation and very positive feedback;
• undertaken a major and comprehensive review,
rationalisation and restructure of CYC Racing
Divisions;
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• managed, in the face of considerable ongoing
change and complexity, implementation of the
new AS CBH system and ratings list, including
arrangements for a CYC measuring day,
supported by AS, to assist boat owners to meet
new measurement data requirements;
• completed a process of overhaul and
standardisation of CYC Race Documentation,
including successful transition to the new 2021-24
Racing Rules of Sailing;
• arranged and delivered a very successful State
Race Officer course, with the involvement of two
very highly qualified internationally accredited
Race Officers - and seeing CYC course
participants achieving outstanding results from
the course;
• aligned Sailing Committee membership with the
new Racing Divisions structure, also continuing
with Gerry Brooks’ membership as the Race
Management representative and adding Youth
and Sailing School representation with Dillon
McGrath; and
• completed a comprehensive review and
update of the CYC Sailing Policy and the CYC
Race Management Guidance document, as
well as delivering the new Sprint Series Race
Management Guidance document.
While prizes may not be the primary reason why
many of us race, the CYC Sailing Committee has
supported and welcomed the Club’s overhaul of
the range and quality of series racing prizes and
supported the extension of prizes to crew members
of place-getting boats.
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This year sees the completion of my tenure as
Rear Commodore - Sailing. I leave the role
deeply grateful for and very impressed with the
work of the Sailing Committee. I’m also deeply
appreciative of the wisdom and hard work Gerry
Brooks has brought to our race management,
and the invaluable and high quality contributions
at both specialist and general roles in our race
management rosters. We simply couldn’t run our
racing without the quality of these contributions.
Similarly, our sailing has benefitted greatly from the
support of the CYC Committee and the scope it
has enabled for the work of the Sailing Committee
and the RC-S.
At the heart of all that’s been achieved across
CYC racing, and across our sailing more generally,
has been the professionalism, dedication,
judgement and rapidly developing capabilities
of our CYC General Manager, Steve Hart. After
stepping not long ago into some huge shoes to
fill, Steve has made an amazing success of all he
brings to the CYC and our sailing has benefitted
hugely from his incredibly hard work and the work
of the staff he leads and with whom he works so
very effectively.

Paddy Hodgman
Rear Commodore Sailing
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Ten Year Racing Participation Graphs
Ten Year Entries Numbers - Championships:

Ten Year Entries Numbers - Pointscore:

Ten Year 50% of Entries - Races Participation - Championships:

Ten Year 50% of Entries - Races Participation - Pointscore:

Sprint Series 2020-21 results have been: 50 boats entered, with 16 completing more than 50% of
the rounds that were raced.
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2020-21 Presentation Night
In what was a major triumph for 2021 we were able to have an
in-person presentation night between lockdowns. A wonderful
night was had celebrating the 2020-21 season with over 140 people
attending dinner upstairs in the CSCC Yacht Club Restaurant.
Awards for racing results for Championship, Pointscore and Sprint formats were delivered to recipients. It
was fantastic to see some of the upcoming talent in our club reaching the podium and, in some cases,
the established sailors holding them out and retaining top spots. We look forward to another season of
hotly contested racing in all Divisions!

Winners of major awards:
OWEN-REED SAILING AMBASSADOR TROPHY  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - Terry Peek
YACHTSWOMAN OF THE YEAR  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  Sara Kennedy
YACHTSMAN OF THE YEAR  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - Andre Webster
MOST IMPROVED SENIOR  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  Tim Adams
CREW OF THE YEAR  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  Seventeen
FAMILY TROPHY  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - Hodgman family
CLUB MEMBER OF THE YEAR  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -

Guy Anderson

JUNIOR YACHTSWOMAN  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - Emily Hogbin-Bourne
JUNIOR YACHTSMAN  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  Julian Taylor
INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT AWARD  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - Alex Moss
MOST IMPROVED JUNIOR  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - Matt Power
JUNIOR CREW OF THE YEAR  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - Ed Alexander
JUNIOR CLUB MEMBER OF THE YEAR -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - Angus Wagstaff
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Rear Commodore
Inclusion Report
Through the efforts of the Canberra Yacht Club (CYC) and our
volunteers, the Sailability ACT program operated effectively through
the 2020-21 summer sailing season, whilst complying with the
mandatory COVID-19 constraints and controls.
Through the season Sailability members and
volunteers were involved in recreational day
sailing, regular club racing, both formal and
informal coaching in preparation for the National
Hansa Class Championships and finished the
season on a big bang by hosting the National
Hansa class Championships on Lake Burley Griffin
over Easter.
The recreational day sailing program operated
in a modified and controlled environment
across three separate sessions, with each session
allocated seven participants. The format worked
well and will continue to be used for the upcoming
season with additional participants and sessions
when the COVID-19 constraints are lifted. Club
racing saw healthy competition on the water with
four to five Hansa 303s regularly racing on both
Sunday and Wednesday evenings.
The highlight of the sailing season for Sailability
was the CYC’s hosting of the National Hansa
championships in what were adverse conditions
created through uncertainty with border closures
and lockdowns. Forty competitors attended, with
representatives from all States and Territories that
were permitted to travel at that time (COVID-19
restrictions applied) in attendance.
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Whilst Canberra turned on magnificent weather
for visitors to our fair city over Easter, light winds
presented challenges to the race organisers with
many races either postponed or cancelled. In the
final days conditions picked up and the minimum
race requirements were met for all classes.
Congratulations to the CYC, race organisers
and volunteers in delivering a professionally run
national sailing event in uncertain times, bringing
together the broader Sailability community who
celebrated the opportunity to be reunited with
long time friends and sailing rivals from across
Australia.
2021 marks the 25th anniversary for Sailability in
the ACT, having commenced operation on Lake
Burley Griffin in 1996. A key to what drives the
success of the Sailability program is the vision to
make sailing truly inclusive and the CYC welcomes
sailors of all abilities, along with their families,
friends, and volunteers to attend and participate.
Our thanks to CYC staff for their support to the
program and to the volunteers, without whom
the program could not operate. See you all in the
upcoming season.
Peter Brown
Rear Commodore Inclusion
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2021 Hansa Nationals and
Paralympic Championships
It was immediately apparent from the friendliness of the early arrivals
that the 2021 Hansa Nationals and Paralympic Championships was
going to be a great event. Held at the Canberra Yacht Club over
the Easter long weekend, the regatta saw 40 competitors from most
states in Australia competing in four different divisions.
Friday was the measurement and practice day.
A full-sized template made verifying sails quick
and efficient, and a simplified weighing procedure
helped to keep the morning moving. The
afternoon’s scheduled practice race got off to a
slow start, due to a lack of wind; however, Race
Officer Gerry Brooks took it upon himself to run a
second practice race and was rewarded with a
late easterly breeze. A BBQ hosted by the Rotary
Club was a great way to end the day and a
wonderful opportunity to meet the different sailors.

The regatta was officially started with a very
personal and touching Welcome to Country on
Saturday morning. Unfortunately, the rest of the
day was plagued by a lack of wind and although
competitors were willing to go out and drift around
for a few hours, racing was ultimately abandoned
for the day.
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Sunday morning saw sailors arrive to another
mirror-smooth lake and no wind. Promising
forecasts for the afternoon and the following day
led to passionate discussion about changes to
the racing schedule, with all present agreeing
to extend the race sessions to try and squeeze
a series out of the remaining time. Faint breezes
and fast courses let the 2.3 and single 303 divisions
complete three races that afternoon, enough for
a series result.
Not wanting to make it easy on the race
committee, Canberra still held back the breeze
at the start of the final day on Monday. Eventually
the long-awaited north-easterly breeze filled in,
just-in time to get in the three necessary races for
the Liberty and double 303 divisions.
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Even though the conditions had not been
ideal over the long weekend, it was great to
see everyone still in high spirits at the end of
the regatta. The presentation ceremony gave
everyone the chance to come together to
celebrate the achievement of all the sailors
and to thank the volunteers. Special mentions
must go to Terry Peek, as the regatta would not
have gone ahead without his tireless efforts. This
event ended up being one of the only Australian
sailing nationals that ran during the COVID-19
pandemic, a real credit to everyone involved in
the organisation and running of the event.
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Buoyed Up Annual Report
The Buoyed Up program is a charitable initiative of the Canberra
Yacht Club, and has been operating since 2011. In that time the
program has taught over 1500 vulnerable youth from 11 different
schools around Canberra. In the 2020-21 season the program has
been delivered to 122 students across six groups from Namadgi
School, Narrabundah ELC and Isabella Plains ELC.
About the Program
The main objectives of the Buoyed Up Program
are for children to be active, in a non-competitive,
games-based and social environment and provide
an opportunity for them to develop life skills such
as leadership, resilience, teamwork, confidence
and water safety in a safe and controlled
environment. Buoyed Up works with schools
around Canberra to select students who have
limited opportunities and face social, behavioural
and other challenges. In discussions with school
staff, parents, and a study run by the University
of Canberra, the program has been shown to
create real change in students confidence, selfesteem and class room behaviour. Teachers in
the participating schools have noted that there
has been a marked improvement in school
attendance and the development of positive
attitudes towards learning amongst students
involved in the Buoyed Up program.

The CYC is the largest accredited sailing school
in Australia with a spotless safety record. Safety
is paramount to all of our operations, with best
practice industry wide standards applied. All
instructors are highly trained and are qualified
through Australian Sailing. Buoyed Up is also
responsible for funding and organising the
transport of students to and from their schools
to the program, which is currently contracted
through ACT Transport (Action buses).
The program is more than a ‘one-off’ experience,
with the hope that it will provide participants with
a longer-term pathway to a lifetime of sailing
and potential employment opportunities. The
program provides disadvantaged youth with a
unique learning experience that will enhance their
capabilities and help them realise their full potential.
A research report from the University of Canberra
on the impact of Buoyed Up program demonstrates
that the program succeeds in taking the learning
experience far beyond the acquisition of sailing skills.
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Funding opportunities
Funding for the program is an ongoing challenge,
as we continue to run this high quality program
for no cost to the students or schools involved. The
majority of the funding for the program comes
from fundraisers and donations from the private
sector, but a significant shortfall remains. This year
we would particularly like to thank the Kenyon
Foundation for their generous ongoing support of
the program. We would also like to thank Hands
Across Canberra, and the ACT Government’s
Chief Minister’s Charitable Fund, which this year,
with the help of generous private donors, helped
us fill the fundraising gap through the Canberra
Community Giving Day.
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Going forward we are seeking support to secure
the future of the program in 2021-22 and beyond.
The total budget for a group of 20 students to
complete of the program is currently $6250, so
$37,500 for the six groups this year. To provide
more certainty in forward planning, security
and improved program-wide outcomes, we are
developing a multi-year forward funding plan and
would welcome any financial support to underpin
the program and work with the CYC to engage
and encourage students to get active, gain
resilience and teamwork through sailing.
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Rear Commodore
Member Services
Report
The 2020-21 season has presented us with another 12 months of
challenges to keep us busy and on our toes.
The impacts on sailing activities from COVID-19 has
continued not unexpectedly, but with a bit of luck
and common sense we expect to be back on the
water again soon.
The focus however, has been on getting
the best outcome possible for our new club
accommodation. We commenced negotiations
with CSCC in November last year under a Non
Disclosure Agreement (NDA) which both limited
our ability to canvas wider feedback and obtain
preliminary specialist input. This was finally revoked
in February with lifting of the NDA and coincided
with a final agreement between CSCC and CYC
Boards to a way forward including a long term
agreement and basis for suitable design. The
design for our new space was finalised early in
2021 and presented to Members at a meeting
on 18 April including concept layout plans and
visualisations of how the key areas will look.
Notwithstanding completion of design for the
complete redevelopment and the closure of both
CSCC and CYC Clubs and sailing activities due to
the pandemic, planning approval delays by the
Planning Authorities resulted in the redevelopment
project being postponed to early 2022. However,
we have negotiated with CSCC to commence
a Stage 1 of our accommodation including new
CYC Sailors’ Cabin, offices and shop and north
eastern corner of the ground floor, with the aim

to complete in November 2021. Stage 2 will be
the remainder of CYC accommodation including
relocation of the toilets and new change rooms,
and construction of the new Sailing school with
works commencing from ANZAC Day 2022.
A Membership Survey was issued to members in
late 2020 to obtain feedback on all aspects of our
Club and delivery of services so that we can better
understand member interests and priorities. A total
of 61 responses were received across all sections
of the survey including Sailing, Sailing School,
Communications, Social, Facilities, Administration,
Demographics and General categories.
We would like to thank all those Members who
took the time to respond to the Survey and who
offered both constructive and critical feedback.
The Committee has reviewed and discussed all the
comments in the interests of all members and the
future of our Club. Overall the responses are very
positive which is encouraging.
The survey requested feedback against a series
of questions and tick box responses with the
opportunity to provide comments to expand
on responses if required. To maintain member
confidentiality, we do not propose to publish
comments however, we will provide ‘trend’
responses and the Committees’ specific responses
to the main concerns.
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Obviously, our range of functions and services
have been interrupted again this year however,
we were able to run a number of functions. The
Presentation Dinner held on Sunday 2 May 2021
was a great success. Congratulations to all the
winners from last season and thanks to Steve
Hart, Sue Hart, Mary Kershaw, Dillon McGrath and
the team for the preparation, production and
running of the Presentation Night. Covid19 made it
impossible to run the annual Buoyed Up Dinner this
season however, donations through the ‘Hands Up
for Canberra Giving Day’ were matched 50/50 by
the Chief Minister’s Charitable Fund, administered
by Hands Across Canberra, to help keep both
Buoyed Up and Sailability programs going through
this difficult year.
Our program of training courses and seminars did
proceed including:
• Australian Sailing Power Boat & Power Boat
Handling and Safety Boat Operator Courses in
April 2021.
• Lake George Film at National Film & Sound
Archive thanks to Tim the Yowie Man, Peter
Forster and John Hosking on 24 April.
• CYC Racing Rules Seminar on 12 May. Thanks
to John Whitfield, Rick Longbottom and Paddy
Hodgman.
• State Race Officer course over two days in May
delivered by Jeremy Atkinson.
As detailed in the 2 September 2021 newsletter the
CYC has prepared a series of webinars, videos and
activities for members to help fill in the time before
getting back on the water. The very popular CYC
Virtual Racing series is also planned to commence
in October following completion of registrations of
interest and planning of a suitable program.
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CYC membership numbers for 2020-21 have
increased slightly over last year mainly in the Junior
Training category with total membership standing
at 1,293 across all membership categories. This
includes a total of 263 combining Adult and Family
Adult categories. Other categories cover as follows:
• Family Junior ....................................................11
• Student Intermediate .....................................12
• Junior ................................................................11
• Associate .........................................................18
• Life Member .......................................................4
• Adult Training Member .................................146
• Junior Training Member ................................788
• Sailpass Skipper................................................. 5
• Sailpass Crew ...................................................27
• Reciprocal Racers YMCA ...............................8
• Number of Sailability Sailors per week ..........21
To conclude, I would like to thank all the member
volunteers who got involved over the past year
in both on and off water programs. CYC has a
proud history of volunteering across the board
and represents the backbone of our Club. Without
club members stepping up to assist on a regular
basis or for the one-off function or activity, there
would be very little sailing club activities that
could be achieved. I encourage all members to
keep getting involved on the duty roster but also
consider where you can provide assistance on a
regular basis or for a stand alone event.
I would also like to thank my fellow Committee
Members for their support and every one of the
Club’s members for their resilience and patience
particularly this year. I am sure we are all looking
forward to getting back to a relatively ‘normal’
summer sailing season as soon as possible.
John O’Donnell
Rear Commodore Member Services
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CYC Survey Outcomes
Trend Responses:
Survey Question

Response

Does the Club cater adequately to your recreational sailing needs?

Yes 90% No 10%

I believe the clubs race/membership fees offer good value

Yes 77% No 5% Neutral 18%

Do you think the range of awards and prizes are suitable?

Yes 92% No 8%

(Sailing School course) Were you satisfied with the course?

Yes 97% No 3%

Is there sufficient communication between Club and Members to meet
your needs?

Yes 90% No 10%

Are the regular Club emails informative?

Yes 98% No 2%

Are the regular Club emails frequent enough?

Yes 100%

Is the website informative?

Yes 95% No 5%

Do you think the Club offers the right balance of sailing and social
activities?

Yes 82% No 18%

Notwithstanding the current arrangements for social distancing on race
days, is the current Sailors Cabin satisfactory?

Yes 91% No 9%

Do you believe the boat storage fees offer good value?

Yes 58% No 15% Neutral 27%

Do you feel the Club office support is sufficient?

Yes 96% No 4%

Committee Response to Comments:
Facilities

A number of responses related to the amenities of
the club, including comfort and conviviality. We
are excited about the opportunities to improve
this in the new accommodation, and we look
forward to working directly with members to
make these spaces and settings the best possible.
CYC members clearly identified that the current
carpark was not working well particularly on
race days. Issues identified included difficulty
of finding a park at peak times, and the safety
concerns of the creative approach most members
of the public take to parking in the wider area.
The crane and boat hoist received quite a few
mentions in the survey. We are pleased to say that
after significant maintenance on the hardstand
crane, and replacement of the 3 phase converter,
the crane is now working very reliably.

Sailing

A comprehensive overhaul and restructure of
the CYC Racing Divisions and their makeup
has been completed this year. Involving
considerable work, consultation and analysis by
the Sailing Committee, the restructure has also
seen rationalisation and alignment of the range
of Racing Division structures we will use. Most
importantly, the restructure has been rebalanced
in response to changes in participation numbers
and span of performance within divisions as well
as responding to the development of emerging
classes and to the new Australian Sailing (AS)
CBH rating system. The new structure will offer fair,
competitive, and efficient racing for the wide
range of boats and ability levels we have at the
CYC. The Sailing Committee keeps the Division
structure under constant review.
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The Sailing Committee will work to build and
improve its rostered and volunteer support
capabilities. We currently support members
in qualifying for and retaining AS officiating
accreditation, with around 20 members being AS
accredited Club Race Officers currently qualified
and their accreditation extended. The State RO
course held at the CYC built on this work (seeing
excellent results achieved by CYC members), to
be followed up by a current program to assist
course graduates in achieving State level RO
accreditation. Extending beyond overall Race
Officer accreditation, the CYC will be seeking
arrangements with AS to harness the range of
more specialised race support training and other
courses now being developed by AS, with a view
to arranging local delivery for CYC members, using
online technologies and, when possible, face to
face delivery. Within the Club, we will work to
build on activities like the local online and face
to face rules seminars we have delivered, along
with a wider range of such activities and subjects
covering all aspects of sailing, both racing and
wider interests.
We should remember though, that with the best
of intentions and the strong commitment of our
volunteers, officials and rostered race support
teams, there will, inescapably, still be occasions
when things go wrong in race management. We
actively manage to minimise this and to learn from
it when it happens.
In the area of race administration, we constantly
look for opportunities, including technologies
to improve the way we undertake our race
management and administration, such as the
recent introduction of recording technology to
assist and improve results recording particularly
for the Sprint series, and further options are being
explored. That said, there will also be processing
time involved in then capturing, accurately
entering and calculating results. The blessing of
being located so conveniently close to our racing
area will often mean that, having unrigged our
boats so soon after racing, the wait for results
seems longer. Wherever we can find ways to
shorten that we will do so but there will always
be occasions on which anomalies need to be
resolved and that unavoidably slows the process.
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Prizes

Members identified that while they enjoyed prizes,
it was not the primary driver of participation. The
range of prizes has been reviewed in late 2020 as
part of an ongoing process to maintain suitability
for children and adults, prizes for crew, quality
and sharing including random and door prizes.
The CYC will consider further opportunities to
recognise participation and as encouragement
for involvement as well as performance.
Since the survey was conducted, there has been
a significant overhaul in the award, nature and
quality of prizes with the introduction of prizes to
all crew members in the boats which place and
a significantly improved range and quality of
prizes. The major challenge to be faced now is to
improve the quality and value for money of the
wine we present as prizes. Noting that the CYC
2020-21 expenditure on prizes, including stocks to
last into the next two years, exceeds $14000.00,
the value for money aspects are a priority.

Social

The Committee recognised that the social aspects
of the club are of key importance to members
and is excited about the opportunities to improve
this, through improved facilities, settings and
ambiance. We pride ourselves on the welcoming,
inclusive attitude our members have to new
sailors, and hope to continue to foster this. We
encourage all members to introduce themselves
to new individuals. The Committee noted the
need to celebrate and encourage new members
during presentations and newsletters. DCMs are
to identify and celebrate current operational
improvements, and welcome visitors and highlights
of the day during presentations.
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Volunteers

The CYC has a long and proud history of
involvement and volunteering by members of
our Club and we are determined to ensure that
this forms the basis of future sailing and social
activities. The Club has sought to ensure that all
sailors actively participate in the duty roster, to
share the workload and engage in the club. CYC
staff are very focused on keeping the roster fair,
efficient and safe.
The Sailing Committee has discussed at length
some of the proposals around reducing the
number of volunteers required and using
technology to replace positions. The conclusion is
that for risk management, and club engagement
purposes the roster is currently efficient. CYC is
constantly assessing available technology and
software for things that will offer true improvements
to efficiency and safety.

General

A range of other suggestions were included in
Member comments:
• Environmental Policy – to be incorporated into
the CYC Strategic Planning process.
• Range of Seminars, courses and training
opportunities – the Committee has reviewed all
member suggestions and they will be included
where possible or considered for inclusion in
future sailing programs.
• Boatshop – a number of suggestions were noted
by members with reference to range offered,
pricing and boatshop operating times. The
range of equipment has been reviewed and
rationalised over the past 12 months and will be
further reviewed and adjusted as necessary to
suit the new accommodation. Operating times
will also be reviewed to suit the sailing program
and the availability of staff.

Communications

Members indicated that weekly emails from
the Office were very informative, and the best
way to stay up to date with racing matters and
activities at the club. Newsletters as a club history
were also mentioned, perhaps 3- 4 times per year
and the Committee is exploring ways this could
be achieved without overly impacting on other
operations.
Comments were made about the dated looking
CYC website, but that functionality was still very
good. The website in its current form is now
seven years old and while updates and changes
are regularly undertaken, a website overhaul
is planned for 2022 once our new office is
completed to drive design cues. The Committee
welcomes suggestions for the website at any time.
The web cameras/weather station were also
mentioned in the survey, particularly outage issues.
The tower to office link was upgraded in 2020 to
avoid wireless congestion and is now very reliable
except during a power or ISP outage, which are
out of our control.
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CYC Executive 2020-21

Sue Hart
Commodore

Duncan Hayward
Vice Commodore

Stuart Allan
Rear Commodore Finance

Paddy Hodgman
Rear Commodore Sailing

John O’Donnell
Rear Commodore Member
Services

Peter Brown
Rear Commodore Inclusion

Nick Hildyard
Rear Commodore
Communications
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CYC Staff 2020-21

Steve Hart
General Manager

Dillon McGrath
Sailing School Manager

Mary Kershaw
Office Manager

Major Supporter

Major Sponsors

Sponsors
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